BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CASE
Gemini Graphics is one of the top Printing and Security Paper Manufacturing companies in
Bidar. The company is very employee centric and believes in quality HR practices. The
printing unit produced a large amount of paper waste and the company was looking to
dispose it safely as well as create an alternate source of fuel for the work and cooking needs
of the staff.
REQUIREMENT THEY REACHED OUT WITH
Mr.Narendra, Facility Manager at Gemini Graphics got in touch with Synod and the team
decided to visit the campus on February 18th, 2014. The enquiry was for recycling of 50 kg
waste. The team also met the DGM in charge of the printing unit located at Gemini circle,
Bidar. They also had to visit the Gemini paper manufacturing unit located 10 kms away. The
DGM put forth a requirement of 50 kgs order within a month’s period.
Synod also got a chance to meet Mr.SuhasSabade, the Managing Director, who mentioned
that the combined waste generation of two units touched 100kg and they were willing to go
for a bigger unit.
SYNOD SOLUTION
Mr.SuhasSabade put forth a challenge to the Synod team, that of building two 125kg civil
units immediately but which needed to be completed in 30 days before the end of the
financial year.
The Synod team took up the challenge seriously, because a single project of 125kg usually
takes 45 days to complete. Nevertheless, the work started on February 20th on a war footing
and both units completed on March 18th. Mr.Suhas was very happy and ordered another 5kg
unit for his house.
QUOTE/REVIEW OF CLIENT
“Although the biogas unit was an urgent requirement, Synod delivered it well on time. The
food cooked with the biogas tastes very good. I have ordered another 5kg unit for my home
and after using it, and have reduced 70% of household expenditure on gas with it.”

